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City of Stirling: Site #25 

 
A Novel Location (Sort Of) 

A City Rich with Scottish History 

Three Minor Outlander Film Sites 
 

 
[©2007 Jrockley (enhanced)]  [©National Trust for Scotland segment (enhanced)] 

 

Strategically located in central Scotland, Stirling is known as the “Gateway to the Highlands.” 

“It has been said that ‘Stirling, like a huge brooch clasps Highlands and Lowlands together.’ 

Similarly, ‘He who holds Stirling, holds Scotland’ is often quoted. Stirling’s key position as the 

lowest bridging point of the River Forth before it broadens towards the Firth of Forth, made it a 

focal point for travel north or south.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling 

 

Largely due to its central location, the Royal Burgh [pronounced, “BERG”] of Stirling was considered 

the capital of Scotland between 1437 and 1633—when Edinburgh [pronounced “ED-in-BUR-ah”] was 

officially designated the country’s capital city. Oddly enough, it wasn’t until Queen Elizabeth II’s 

Golden Jubilee, in 2002, that Stirling was actually granted the status of a “city.” 

http://www.rampantscotland.com/know/blknow_cities.htm 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Stirling
http://www.rampantscotland.com/know/blknow_cities.htm
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[Internet-posted pic segment (enhanced) ©unknown]  [©2017 Jamie Burgoyne] 

 

Barely a Novel Location 

Stirling is mentioned in chapter 42 of Dragonfly in Amber. Jamie, Dougal, and Young Simon rode there 

to plead with Charles Edward Stuart to release the Lallybroch men who had been arrested for 

desertion and imprisoned in Edinburgh’s Old Tollbooth. 

 

Historical Note: During his failed attempt to take Stirling Castle, Charles lodged south of the 

city, at Bannockburn House. The photos above are of Bannockburn House and the bedroom 

where he stayed. 

It was here that Charles met Clementina Walkinshaw, who later (post Culloden) became his 

mistress and bore his only surviving child, Charlotte. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clementina_Walkinshaw 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlotte_Stuart,_Duchess_of_Albany 

If interested in learning more about Bannockburn House, visit the links below. 

http://www.bannockburnhouse.scot/ 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bannockburn_House 

 

While Jamie headed to Stirling, Claire, Murtagh, and Fergus stayed in Edinburgh, visiting the 

Lallybroch men daily, delivering what food and medicines she could lay her hands on. At the end of 

the chapter, when the Lallybroch men were freed from the tollbooth, Claire decided to personally 

lead them to Stirling—as Jenny Cameron led her brother’s men to Glenfinnan. 

Claire’s journey with the men to Stirling isn’t described in the novel, nor is her Stirling reunion 

with Jamie. Instead, chapter 43 opens with a few paragraphs of Claire chatting with a piper, 

Labhriunn MacIan, at the gates of the city. Then, the action abruptly shifts to preparation for the 

battle of Falkirk. 

 

And, THAT is the entirety of Stirling’s role in Diana Gabaldon’s novels. 

 

In Season 2 of the STARZ Outlander series, the Edinburgh Tolbooth storyline and Jamie’s journey to 

Stirling were skipped. In fact, the only onscreen mention of Stirling is found in Season 1’s episode 

107, “The Wedding”—part of a hilarious segment that wasn’t in the novel. 

 

… 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Clementina_Walkinshaw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Charlotte_Stuart,_Duchess_of_Albany
http://www.bannockburnhouse.scot/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bannockburn_House
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And, THAT is the entirety of Stirling’s role in the television show. 

 

Outlander Film Sites 
A very minor Outlander film site is situated 8 miles from the city: Deanston Distillery. We’ve 

included it here, within the Stirling chapter, because it doesn’t warrant its own chapter. 

 

 
[©2016 Historic Environment Scotland] 

 

Located northwest of Stirling—a mere five minutes’ drive west of Doune Castle (Site #27)—Deanston 

Distillery is perched on the bank of the River Teith. 

“Deanston Distillery started life in 1785 as a cotton mill … and remained as such for 180 years 

until it was transformed into a distillery in 1966. The constant supply of pure water from the 

River Teith contributed to the decision to turn the mill into a distillery and Deanston is now the 

only distillery in Scotland to be self-sufficient in electricity, with power generated by an on-site 

hydro-energy facility.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deanston_distillery 

 

 
[©2015 wakeupandsmellthejoy.com segment (enhanced)] 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Deanston_distillery
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One of Deanston Distillery’s warehouses was used to shoot scenes of the Le Havre warehouse 

where Claire examined a smallpox victim removed from Le Comte St. Germain’s ship in the first 

episode of Outlander Season 2, “Through a Glass, Darkly.” 

 

 
[Outlander Season 2 screenshot & screenshot segment (enhanced)] 

 

We suspect that scenes for episode 206, “Best Laid Schemes,” were also filmed here—those of Fergus 

sneaking faux smallpox juice into the warehouse where St. Germain stored his wine. After all, what 

better place is there to film than a distillery when you need rows and rows of barrels for set dressing? 

 

Deanston Distillery receives a Skip It rating because: 

• With the props and set dressing elements long gone, the distillery warehouse used for filming 

looks absolutely nothing like what was seen on screen. In fact, nothing at Deanston Distillery will 

remind you of Outlander. 

• Photography is not allowed within Deanston Distillery’s warehouses. 

• Most Outlanderites will be far happier spending their holiday time visiting more recognizable 

film sites. 

 

That said, there is one great reason for visiting Deanston Distillery: 

… 
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[©2014 Mandy Tidwell greatscotblog.com/2014/10/14/lights-camera-outlander-scotland-day-12/] 

 

One of two minor film sites within the city of Stirling is the yard of a boarded-up, dilapidated cottage, 

situated in a remote area of the University of Stirling grounds. Ivy Cottage briefly appeared in two 

episodes of Outlander Season 1. 

 

 
[Outlander Season 2 screenshot (enhanced)]  [©2014 University of Stirling (enhanced)] 

 

The other University filming location is the Pathfoot Building, located near the main entrance. Scenes 

for the final episode of Season 2, “Dragonfly in Amber,” were shot here. You’ll learn about these 

Might-Be-Fun-rated locations in the University of Stirling (Site #26) chapter. 

 

https://greatscotblog.com/2014/10/14/lights-camera-outlander-scotland-day-12/
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[Outlander Season 1 and 2 screenshot segments (enhanced)] 

 

The City of Stirling is considered an Outlandish destination primarily because it is centrally located 

to so many other marvelous filming locations—as well as being a very historic Scottish city. 

 

 
[©2016 Andrew Shiva segment (enhanced)] 

 

Stirling Castle 
As the city’s oldest and most spectacular claim to fame, touring Stirling Castle is a must! No one who 

comes here should miss the opportunity to explore this remarkable citadel. 

 

… 
 

Stirling City Photos 
To see additional site photos, go to the Stirling board on our Outlandish Scotland Journey Pinterest 

Site: 

https://www.pinterest.com/chasOSJ/stirling/ 

 

https://www.pinterest.com/chasOSJ/stirling/
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OutlanderLinks 
All website addresses and coordinates found in this chapter (including those in the Time & Travel 

and Lodging sections, below) are available in the Site #25 OutlanderLinks PDF, posted free of charge 

on the Part 4 OutlanderLinks directory of our website. 

http://OutlandishScotland.com/25OutlanderLinks.pdf 

Updated information available after Outlandish Scotland Journey is published will also be posted 

in this directory. 

 

Time & Travel: City of Stirling 

Stirling Castle 
 

Visiting Time 

As discussed above, 2 to 3 hours at Stirling Castle ought to satisfy most Outlanderites. Scottish 

history buffs and Castle-Baggers may prefer to spend half a day (4 hours) or even a full day here. 

 

… 
 

Cambusbarron: Site #31 

 
Outlander Season FOUR Film Site—Maybe! 

 

 
[Internet-posted pic, ©unknown segment (enhanced)] 

 

This chapter is published as a “work in progress” because nothing has been filmed here—as of this 

writing. 

http://outlandishscotland.com/25OutlanderLinks.pdf
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In April of 2017, a proposal was presented to Stirling Council planners by Outlander Supervising 

Location Manager, Hugh Gourlay, requesting permission to use Murrayshall Quarry (photo above) 

and Murray’s Wood in Cambusbarron as film sites for the series. 

http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/plans-film-new-series-fantasy-

10178196#ICID=sharebar_twitter 

 

Several Outlander news websites were quick to investigate and speculate as to what filming might 

occur in Cambusbarron’s woodland area. 

“Cambusbarron is a village in Stirling, Scotland. It is situated 2 miles west of the city of Stirling, 

and 10 miles south of Doune Castle. The areas being considered are Murray’s Wood and 

Murrayshall Quarry. Both to the south of the village, the locations are a picturesque wooded area 

and an unused quarry respectively. 

“Proposals for the area are quite comprehensive. As well as access for vehicles, the proposal 

asks for temporary film set buildings, a construction compound, material storage and a filming 

service area. All this suggests a significant investment in the location. And it is believed [that the 

filming will] last at least a year. 

“Our guess is that this will be the location for Fraser’s Ridge. In line with ‘Drums of 

Autumn,’ the fourth book in the series, Fraser’s Ridge will be introduced in Season 4 of Outlander. 

Those who have read the books will appreciate the iconic nature of this location.” 

http://www.outlanderlocations.com/news/cambusbarron-site-of-frasers-ridge/ 

 

Cambusbarron (Murray’s Wood and Murrayshall Quarry) receives a Might-Be-Fun rating 

because: 

• Though early indications suggest that the local council and the Cambusbarron community 

welcome the prospect of Outlander establishing a long-term film site in the quarry, nothing has 

been confirmed. 

• Without Season 4 behind-the-scenes info and screenshots, we can only speculate as to where 

filming will occur. 

• Reaching Murrayshall Quarry requires a 20 to 30 minute, one-way, trail hike. 

• Visiting Murray’s Wood may be problematic. (We’ll explain this later.) 

• Why not a Skip It rating? 

If you’ve ever hoped to visit an Outlander film site while the show is filming, Murrayshall Quarry 

is likely to be a great candidate for doing that in 2018—and beyond! Fraser’s Ridge prominently 

features in several of Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander novels. 

 

… 
 

http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/plans-film-new-series-fantasy-10178196#ICID=sharebar_twitter
http://www.dailyrecord.co.uk/news/local-news/plans-film-new-series-fantasy-10178196#ICID=sharebar_twitter
http://www.outlanderlocations.com/news/cambusbarron-site-of-frasers-ridge/
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Linlithgow Palace: Site #34 

 
An Outlander Season One Film Site 

 

 
[Outlander Season 1 screenshot segment (enhanced)] 

 

Wentworth Prison is a fictional location that infamously features in Diana Gabaldon’s Outlander 

novel and the STARZ TV series. 

 

Not counting interior sets constructed on sound stages at Wardpark Studios in Cumbernauld—such 

as Sir Fletcher’s office and the cell where Jamie was tortured—Wentworth Prison footage for 

Outlander episodes 112 and 113 was shot at three different locations: 

• Bamburgh Castle, England 

• Linlithgow Palace, Scotland 

• Carlisle Castle, England 

 

Although many Internet resources report that all Wentworth Prison interior passageway scenes were 

filmed at Linlithgow Palace, that isn’t true. For full details about what was filmed at Bamburgh 

Castle (a “Not Going to Go There” site) and Carlisle Castle (in Outlandish Scotland Journey Part 7), 

read the Wentworth Prison PDF, posted free of charge on the Part 4 OutlanderLinks directory of our 

website. 

http://OutlandishScotland.com/WentworthPrison.pdf 

http://OutlandishScotland.com/NotGoingThere.pdf 

 

In this chapter, we discuss the Outlander scenes shot at Linlithgow Palace. 

 

http://outlandishscotland.com/WentworthPrison.pdf
http://outlandishscotland.com/NotGoingThere.pdf
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[©2017 WelcomeToScotland.com segment] 

 

Linlithgow Palace 
Once a majestic royal palace, the roofless shell of Linlithgow Palace is still stunning to behold. 

“Even stripped of the harl or limewash that once coated its stonework to make it glow like a 

jewelry box; robbed of its romantic roofscape of ridges, turrets, and tall fleur-de-lis finials; bereft 

of its statues and stained glass; and the gilding of its pediments and dormer heads having rubbed 

off over the centuries, the palace remains magnificent.” 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/49261/linlithgow-linlithgow-palace 

 

… 
 

Linlithgow Palace Admission Fees 

• Historic Environment Scotland Member & Explorer Pass holder: FREE 

• Adult: £6 

• Concession: £4.80 

(Must be able to show proof that you’re aged 60+ or unemployed.) 

• Child aged 5 to 15: £3.60 

(Children under the age of 16 must be accompanied by an adult.) 

• Child under 5: FREE 

 

Accessibility 

The cobbled car park has only 2 reserved parking spots next to the palace entrance for individuals 

with mobility difficulties. Happily, any space within the small car park is close to the entrance and on 

the same level. 

 

The ground level of Linlithgow Palace is wheelchair-accessible, though there is a 5cm (2") stone 

threshold at the palace entrance and a single step to enter the Gift Shop. Additionally, the courtyard 

consists of uneven flagstone slabs and small cobbles that may be challenging to some. 

Linlithgow Palace Ground Level: 

• Palace Entrance (film site) 

https://canmore.org.uk/site/49261/linlithgow-linlithgow-palace
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• Courtyard and Ornate Fountain 

• Ticket Office and Gift Shop 

 

Four spiral staircases lead to the first floor of the palace, each with around 25 steps. All have uneven 

treads and only three have handrails. The floors are slightly uneven stone slabs and there are small 

level changes between each of the rooms. 

Linlithgow Palace First Floor: 

• The King’s Chambers 

• The Great Hall 

• The Chapel Royal 

• A small museum 

 

Linlithgow Palace Does NOT Have a Wheelchair-Accessible Toilet 

If you’ll be visiting with someone in a wheelchair, download our Linlithgow Accessible Toilets 

PDF to your smartphone, or print the last 2 pages of it. 

http://OutlandishScotland.com/34LinlithgowAccessibleToilets.pdf 

 

Public Transportation Directions 

Linlithgow Palace is about a 10 minute walk from the Linlithgow Railway Station. 

https://www.travelinescotland.com 

 

From the Station: 

• Walk north to High Street. 

• Turn left and walk west to the old market square containing the wonderful Cross Well on 

Kirkgate and turn right. 

• You’ll see the fore entrance arch of Linlithgow Palace (and St. Michael’s Church) at Kirkgate’s 

northern end. Head there. 

 

Driving Directions 

Linlithgow Palace Car Park Coordinates: 55.97850, -3.601111 

This small car park also serves St. Michael’s Parish Church and may be full if services or events are 

being held. 

 

The next nearest car park is the Pay & Display car park north of the unfortunately modern buildings 

known as the “Vennel.” 

• Drive back south on Kirkgate. 

• Turn right (east) at the first opportunity—just as you reach the old market square with its Cross 

Well. 

• Parking spaces are available on two levels. 

North Vennel Car Park Coordinates: 55.9772820, -3.6014830 

 

… 
 

http://outlandishscotland.com/34LinlithgowAccessibleToilets.pdf
https://www.travelinescotland.com/
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Blackness Castle: Site #36 

 
Outlander Seasons One & Two Film Site 

 

 
[©2016 Andrew Shiva segment (enhanced)]  [Outlander Season 1 screenshot segment (enhanced)] 

 

Blackness Castle—The Ship That Never Sailed 
Blackness Castle is a 15th-century fortress on the south shore of the Firth of Forth, near the little 

village of Blackness, Scotland. It is 33 minutes east of Stirling, 41 minutes west of Edinburgh. 

 

… 
 

 
[©2017 Historic Environment Scotland segment]  [©2015 STARZ Entertainment segment] 

 

Blackness Castle served as Outlander’s Fort William garrison and is where Season 1’s infamous 1740 

flogging scenes were filmed. The real-world garrison in Fort William (Site #23) couldn’t be used, 

because it was demolished early in the 20th century. 
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In March of 2015, Amy Goldwasser of Condé Nast Traveler interviewed Ron Moore about the 

Scottish locations used for filming. 

“To represent Fort William, … Moore says, ‘I wanted it to feel more forbidding and bleak than 

Castle Leoch.’ It was the interior courtyard here—at the 15th-century Blackness Castle, a historic 

site on the Firth of Forth—that sold him on the site. ‘There’s this wall a good 20-, 30-feet high,’ 

says Moore. ‘It’s cold and harsh and it just feels like a prison. You have this primordial, bleak, 

heavy fortress coming out of the ground. The wind comes off the water and it is cold. In every 

sense, it just goes right through you out there.’ ” 

http://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-03-25/outlander-in-scotland-with-ron-moore-sam-

heughan/6 

 

 
[Outlander Season 1 screenshot at left, Season 2 screenshot at right (enhanced)] 

 

In one of the 1968 segments of Season 2’s finale, “Dragonfly in Amber,” Roger took Brianna to tour 

Fort William. Because the only set dressing required for these scenes was the whipping post and 

platform, Outlanderites visiting Blackness Castle will be walking in the footsteps of Roger and Bree—

seeing the castle exactly as they did. 

 

 
[©2017 Camilla Iversen segment (enhanced)]  [Outlander Season 2 screenshot segment (enhanced)] 

 

… 
 

http://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-03-25/outlander-in-scotland-with-ron-moore-sam-heughan/6
http://www.cntraveler.com/galleries/2015-03-25/outlander-in-scotland-with-ron-moore-sam-heughan/6
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Hopetoun House: Site #37 

 
Outlander Seasons One, Two, & Three Film Site! 

 

 
[©2016 Andrew Shiva / Wikipedia segment (enhanced)] 

 

Hopetoun House is a magnificent country house situated on an estate that encompasses 6,500 acres. 

The family of Adrian John Charles Hope, the current Earl of Hopetoun and the 4th Marquess of 

Linlithgow, still live in the south wing of the house. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopetoun_House 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_Hope,_4th_Marquess_of_Linlithgow 

 

… 
 

The Undiscovered Scotland link above offers many other Hopetoun House photos and provides 

additional interesting information about the property’s history, as does the Hopetoun House History 

webpage linked below. 

http://hopetoun.co.uk/about/history/ 

 

Hopetoun House was used as a film site for several locations in the first three seasons of Outlander. 

• Exterior and interior scenes of the Scottish estate rented by the Duke of Sandringham when he 

visited the Mackenzie at Castle Leoch in Season 1, episode 110, “By the Pricking of My Thumbs.” 

• The exterior of Maison Elise—the Paris brothel where Jamie was required to attend Charles 

Edward Stuart in several Season 2 episodes, including episode 203, “Useful Occupations and 

Deceptions.” 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hopetoun_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Adrian_Hope,_4th_Marquess_of_Linlithgow
http://hopetoun.co.uk/about/history/
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• The Parisian street where Jamie chased and apprehended Fergus in episode 203, as well as the 

street where Claire, Mary, and Murtagh were attacked by a gang of Les Disciples du Mal in 

episode 204, “La Dame Blanche.” 

• Mary Hawkins’ bedroom in the Parisian townhouse of her Uncle Silas in episode 205, “Untimely 

Resurrection.” 

• Stable scenes for the Dunsany family’s Helwater estate in the fourth episode of Season 3, “Of Lost 

Things”—as well as a very brief interior Helwater scene. 

• Exterior Ellesmere Manor footage seen in episode 304. 

 

Outlandish Trivia: 

Not counting Wardpark Studios in Cumbernauld, only two other filming locations appear in 

each of Outlander’s first three seasons. 

One is Hunterston House, where all of Reverend Wakefield’s Priory interior scenes were 

shot. http://www.outlandishscotland.com/NotGoingThere.pdf 

The other is Midhope Castle (Site #38), where all exterior Lallybroch scenes were filmed—

which happens to be part of the Hopetoun estate. 

 

… 
 

 
[©2016 OutlanderLocations.com]  [Outlander Season 2 screenshot (enhanced)] 

 

Just west of the stables courtyard is a long, cobbled lane, flanked by stone outbuildings, where 

Parisian street scenes were filmed. The first time it was seen on-screen was during Jamie’s pursuit 

and apprehension of a young pickpocket named Claudel—aka Fergus—in episode 203. 

By filming from an alternate angle with different set dressings, this same lane was transformed 

into the street where Claire, Mary, and Murtagh were attacked in episode 204 (photos below). 

 

http://www.outlandishscotland.com/NotGoingThere.pdf
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[©2014 Daren Frankish segment (enhanced)]  [Outlander Season 2 screenshot (enhanced)] 

 

Alas, this lane is a private area reserved for estate tenants and isn’t publicly accessible—at least not 

without an invitation. 

 

Hopetoun House in Season 3 
Several Internet resources erroneously identify Hopetoun House as having played the Dunsany 

family’s Helwater estate manor, describing Gosford House (in Outlandish Scotland Journey Part 5) as 

playing “Ellesmere Manor.” In reality, it was the other way around. This confusion may result from 

each having been used for filming Helwater and Ellesmere scenes. 

 

Hopetoun House: 

• Main entrance to Ellesmere Manor 

• Helwater stables 

• One Helwater interior setting 

 

Gosford House: 

• Main entrance to Helwater Manor 

• A few Ellesmere interior settings 

 

 
[Outlander Season 3 screenshot segment (enhanced)] 
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“We’ve used Hopetoun House quite a bit throughout the show but we’ve never conveyed the 

full scale of it until episode 304, when we used it for the opening shot of the Ellesmere estate.” 

—Matthew B. Roberts, Executive Producer/Writer 

http://www.outlandercommunity.com/insideoutlander/304/ 

 

… 
 

Full-sized copies of the two exterior Hopetoun House map thumbnails seen below—along with two 

other maps related to visiting Hopetoun House and Midhope Castle (Site #38)—are available in the 

Hopetoun Estate Maps PDF, posted free of charge on the Part 4 OutlanderLinks directory of our 

website. 

http://OutlandishScotland.com/37HopetounEstateMaps.pdf 

The order of our maps’ numbering indicates the most efficient and enjoyable order of visiting 

Hopetoun House film sites. 

 

 
[Underlying map images ©2017 Microsoft® Bing™] 

 

Hopetoun House Exterior Maps Key 
(1) Hopetoun House Car Park & Ticket Kiosk 

(2) Viewpoint for snapping a pic similar to the episode 304 opening shot of Ellesmere Manor 

 

… 
 

Directions for Reaching Hopetoun House 
Please Note: The information below is for visiting Hopetoun House, only. If you’ll be 

Outlandering to Hopetoun House and Midhope Castle—the best plan!—refer to the Midhope 

Castle (Site #38) chapter for directions. 

 

Public Transportation Directions 

Hopetoun House is not directly accessible via public transportation. Consider booking an Outlander 

tour that includes Hopetoun House (and Midhope Castle). 

www.OutlandishScotland.com/OutlanderTours.pdf 

 

http://www.outlandercommunity.com/insideoutlander/304/
http://outlandishscotland.com/37HopetounEstateMaps.pdf
http://www.outlandishscotland.com/OutlanderTours.pdf
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If booking a tour that includes Hopetoun House isn’t possible, use Traveline Scotland to plan your 

journey. 

https://www.travelinescotland.com/ 

 

Your Traveline destination is the bus stop nearest to Hopetoun House: 

Queensferry Opp Walker Drive on Bo’Ness Rd 

This bus stop is 2.4 miles from Hopetoun House, approximately a 50 minute walk. Traveline will 

provide you with walking directions. 

 

Alternatively, consider booking a taxi to take you from this bus stop to Hopetoun House, and another 

to pick you up—unless you arrange for the first taxi to wait during your Hopetoun House visit (up to 

2 hours). To do this, search online for taxi services in South Queensferry, Scotland. 

 

Driving Directions 

Hopetoun House Coordinates: 55.99540, -3.462900 

The coordinates above are provided so that Outlanderites can view Hopetoun House on map 

websites. Do not use these coordinates to program your SatNav/GPS device! 

As with a few other Outlander filming locations, using standard SatNav/GPS addresses or 

coordinates for driving to a site can be problematic. On the Hopetoun House “Find Us” page (which 

is actually their “Contact” page) they explain: 

“Please do not use our EH30 9SL postcode on Sat Nav as this will direct you to a locked gate at 

the west of the Estate. 

“For Sat Nav please use EH30 9RW which will take you into South Queensferry to Farquhar 

Terrace. From there you will be able to follow the brown signs to Hopetoun and it is a straight 

road from that point.” 

http://hopetoun.co.uk/contact/ 

 

Farquhar Terrace Post Code: EH30 9RW 

 

If nervous that you’ll miss the Hopetoun House signs, use the coordinates below after reaching 

Farquhar Terrace. 

Hopetoun House Car Park Coordinates: 55.994946, -3.459489 

 

 

Thus ends the Outlandish Scotland Journey Part 4 eBook SAMPLE. 
We hope you enjoyed it! 

https://www.travelinescotland.com/
http://hopetoun.co.uk/contact/

